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The Shiur Qomah infamously describes in detail the names and the measurements of the divine body, in a manner shocking to many people today. It provides the length of each limb, its name, and in key places, the material of which it is made. It was most likely written between the fifth and seventh centuries, and it now exists in many different versions, each consisting of a multigenic collection of hymns and narratives. Most versions contain eighteen chapters of praise, some describing divine characteristics, others providing the measurements of the gigantic divine body part by part. The most important of these are the Sefer HaQomah, Merkavah Rabba, and the Sefer Raziel versions, the first two of which stand independently, while the third is part of a late antique grimoire of that name.

Because the Shiur Qomah asserts divine corporeality, differing from later versions of monotheism, the text is still seriously neglected—particularly those very material and embodied aspects I am about to discuss here.

Martin Cohen, the foremost scholar on the subject, argues that the text is a work of both liturgy and theurgy, comprising a celestial prayer service, set in the merkavah realm of the divine chariot. Cohen shows quite clearly the effective function of the text, which promises

… a shining face, a handsome body, the fear of others, a good reputation, peaceful dreams, a good memory for Torah, prosperity in this world, entrée into the next, forgiveness for the sins of one’s youth, freedom from evil inclinations, and safety from all sorts of demons, wild beasts, and scorpions.

The effective function is apparent here, though it is not clear why the authors believed it to be so. Cohen also notes that the Shiur Qomah quotes the Song
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of Songs to describe the divine body, but he does not theorize its role in the effective function of the text. Thus I will add to his argument by theorizing the effective function of the text in two ways, first, that it expresses its theurgic function by means of the conventions of amulets and magic seals to protect and transform the operator, and second, that it imagines the relation between operator and divine according to the aestheticized and sexualized relationship between lover and beloved in the Song of Songs, and third, that the power posited by the text is rooted in this relationship. This shows an early Jewish confluence of sexuality and magic.

The Shiur Qomah describes the transformative power of memorizing and reciting the dimensions of the divine body. The text contains a number of different descriptions of the divine body made of stones, gems, and metals. These are quoted from the biblical Song of Songs, which describes the body of a male beloved from the perspective of the desiring female lover. These descriptions provide important clues for understanding the transformative power of the work. They posit that gazing at the divine body, as the female lover does at the male beloved in the Song of Songs, can effect a transformation b’tzlelem Elohim, in the image of the divine. Even more, while these evoke the Song of Songs, they also reference amulet-making traditions in which the inscription of names on jewels, stones, and metals activates power, both protective and transformative. Thus God’s jeweled parts, represented as amulets, facilitate an intimate, sexualized human divine relationship that transforms the viewer in the image of the divine.

The jeweled divine body appears mainly in the narrative sections of the text, containing long lists of divine body parts and their names, constructed of stones, jewels and metals. These generally fit into three categories: First, there are parts of the body inscribed with names as though made of stone and constructed like an amulet. These materials are sometimes inscribed with divine names and sometimes with the name of Israel. Second, there is one instance in which the divine body wears an amulet. And third, some descriptions consist of images taken from the Song of Songs, as the whole divine body is made of tarshish, probably blue beryl, with its individual parts made of the same materials listed in description of the male lover of Song of Songs 5. In all of these cases, the text is clear about the transformative and apotropaic powers attributed to them.

To keep things simple I am going to focus mostly on two versions of the text, the Sefer HaQomah, and the Sefer Raziel. Cohen views the Sefer HaQomah as the Ur-text, and Sefer Raziel as closely related to it. The Sefer Raziel version occurs in the context of larger work of the same name. In analyzing the Sefer HaQomah, I’ll examine sections C, D, F, and Jx, supplemented with additions from the Sefer Raziel version. As a group, the descriptions of the divine body are assigned apotropaic, salvific, and transformative power. Their powers are detailed in the Sefer HaQomah’s Section C:

…all who know this secret are certain [to acquire] the world to come. The Holy One, blessed be He, will save him from every evil thing, and from all kinds of sorcery and from the evil eye and from the evil inclination and from evil thoughts and from all kinds of destroyers, and from all kinds of damagers, and from poverty and from evil plans.

This parallels the text typically appearing on Hebrew protective amulets, which Trachtenberg describes as follows:

They generally contain:
1. the names of God and of angels; 2. the Biblical expressions or phrases, descriptive of God’s attributes, or bespeaking His protection and healing power, such as “yhvh Ẓebaot is His name,” “who rests upon the Cherubs,” etc; 3. the meticulousness with which the various functions
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of the amulet are detailed; 4. the name of the person the amulet is meant to serve, and his mother’s name.7

All but the patron’s name is present in the Sefer HaQomah. This section immediately precedes an itemized description of the divine body, which pays greater attention to divine names and their functions. These are, therefore, two parts of an amulet.8

Naomi Janowitz writes that in the Shiur Qomah, the names of the limbs embody the performative force of each part of the deity. God is conceived of as a collection of powerful forces, each force being captured in the name of a limb and performed when its name is spoken. Sexual desire is part of that performance. This is clear as the text focuses on divine radiance and desirability.9 These parts draw heavily upon the Song of Songs in which the lover’s jeweled body is made of entirely of tarshish, a luminous blue stone. Section D describes it as follows: Merkavah Rabbah

His body is like Tarshish. His splendor is luminous and awesome within the darkness; cloud and fog surround him and all the princes of the presence swoon, overcome by the power of His loveliness and beauty, like water poured out from a pitcher.10

In this account and in its parallels in other versions, the divine body, made of tarshish, is itself set like a jewel in a cosmos of cloud and fog. The effect of “His splendor” is immediate - the angels lose their volition and they swoon from desire. Thus God’s tarshish body is like that of the male beloved in the Song of Songs, also made of that gem, and desirability is essential to it.

Section D also includes long accounts of divine body parts and their names. The most important of these- heart, forehead, and penis- have writing on them. The first two, like amulets, have divine names written on them. SQ D says “And on his Heart are written [cotvim] seventy names.”11 And on his forehead are written [cotvim] seventy letters.12 These refer to the seventy divine names and to the seventy-letter divine name. In this way, God’s body itself becomes an amulet, as this is one of the primary means of constructing them. The grammar is also very interesting here, giving some indication of human activity in this process.13 In this way, the heart and the forehead resemble amulets, effective names carved in them.

Section F sheds some light on the meaning of this carving, showing important connections between the making of amulets and the depiction of God’s jeweled body. It uses intact sections of the Song of Songs, mostly from chapter 5, but also from chapter 2. It is here we find the inscribed penis alluded to above. The description of the penis occurs in F, which first asserts the proportionality of the divine to human forms, claiming (as was thought of the human form) that the width of the forehead, the width of the neck, the pinkie-span, and the length of the penis were all equivalent, both in human and divine bodies.14 The reference to the inscribed penis arises through a parallel to the Song of Songs 5:11-14. The Song reads:

My beloved is shining and ruddy, pre-eminent among the ten thousand
His head is finest gold, the mane of his hair is black as a raven
His eyes are like doves by the watercourses
His cheeks are a bed of spices, a treasure of precious scents, his lips red lilies wet with myrrh
His arm a golden scepter of tarshish (shiny blue gemstone, beryl)
His loins (eshet) the ivory of thrones inlaid with sapphire, his thighs like marble pillars on pedestals of gold.15

Most of this SQ passage cites the Song of Songs directly, but out of order; the part that varies is the one that describes the “loins” of the lover in the Song. The translator, Cohen, points out that even, or stone (quoted below) may be a euphemism, and I think my evidence shows he’s right. Our Shiur Qomah text reads as follows:

And the stone (even) between his horns has “Israel, my people is mine” engraved on it. My beloved is shining and ruddy, pre-eminent among the ten thousand. His head is finest gold. His eyes are like doves by the watercourses... 16

Song of Songs describes the anatomy of the lover, head to loins. The SQ reverses the order, and swaps out the penis (eshet) with a rock between two rays or horns. The concern with the penis, evidenced throughout this section, supports cont’d on page 5
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this reading. For example, many of the anatomical catalogues appearing in this work begin and end with the loins- they move from feet to loins, and loins to head. In all accounts this is the center of the description of the divine body. And this brings us to our main point: like the heart and the forehead, it has letters engraved on it. Here it restates the covenant between God and Israel in a syntax also borrowed from the Song of Songs, but this time from 2:16. The writer swaps dodi li v’anî lo (My beloved is mine and I am his) for the same sort of parallelism in this: Yisrael ami Li Yisrael. (Israel is my nation and I am Israel’s nation.) Parallelism, either palindromes or reversing phrases like the ones we see here, are also quite common in the construction of amulets, as this augments their incantatory function. Thus the covenant is engraved in the divine penis like an amulet. This then is the third of the inscribed divine body parts, two of which have divine names written on them and the third of which is inscribed with Israel’s name at the site of circumcision.

Both human and divine bodies are sexualized- here, the female Israel is actually inscribed on a stone which is a euphemism for the divine penis. Thus human bodies appear primordially in sexual relation to the divine, expressed in the form of the covenant, here a part of the divine body. This relation powers the amulet that connects them.

Other versions of the text (including Sefer Raziel, but not Sefer HaQomah) depict God wearing the world as an amulet: “The right arm is 150,000,000 parasangs. And the entire world hangs from it, as an amulet hangs from the arm of a hero.” The inscription of names and phrases is a key component of the stone amulets common in late antiquity, and this gains significance as God is himself depicted wearing an amulet. Moreover, since amulets so often feature the inscription of divine names placed on the human body, it is interesting that God wears the world on his body, with the name of Israel inscribed there as well. That these inscriptions consist of palindromes and reversible phrases, points to a sort of reciprocity in which human and divine inscribe their names on each other.

Returning to Janowitz’s idea that the recitation of the names of the divine body is a series of transformational moments, it becomes clear that stones, gems and metals are key to this process. They appear first, as amulets either inscribed on or appended to the divine body, and second they appear as the constituent materials of divine body parts, the descriptions of which are directly cited from the Song of Songs, a biblical love poem that is often interpreted to describe the love relationship between human and divine. When the writer states that parts of God’s body are made of stone, they are likened to that of the male beloved in the Song of Songs. And in so doing, he is placing it in an eroticized relationship to the human being, as he gazes longingly on it from the position of the female beloved in the form of the people Israel. The inscription on the stones names the parties to the relationship, much as amulets do. When key body parts are described as amulets either potentially made by human
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beings or as inscribing human community onto God’s sexual parts, the intimate relationship between human and divine is represented, materialized, and perpetuated. Thus the transformation enacted in reciting the jeweled divine body is the activation of that relationship, and apotropaic, transformational, and relational power. This, in turn, is composed for the purposes of memorization, recitation as liturgy, and for a thyreus activated in the context of a sexualized relationship.
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